Thank you for choosing Protector Aluminium Easy Screen Kits. The easy answer to anything from screening an a/c unit to creating stunning outdoor areas or protection from sun and wind.

Check out more Make it Easy products in store at Bunnings Warehouse or visit protectoraluminium.com.au

Josh and Jenna show you how at www.protectoraluminium.com.au
**Easy Installation**

Easy Screen has been specifically designed for simple DIY installation. All Easy Screen parts are purchased as separate elements so you only need to buy what you need, saving on waste. Easily create screens to fit any opening or application with basic DIY skills. Use Easy Screen for fencing and gates, around decks for privacy, to conceal garbage bins, pool filters and pumps, water tanks, a/c units, over windows for shade and airflow, create storage and planters, use it just about anywhere.

For details on how to install, grab a guide available instore or let Josh and Jenna show you how at protectoraluminium.com.au

**Easy Maintenance**

Once assembled you can be sure of many years of maintenance-free-use, with only routine cleaning required to keep the powder-coated finish looking as fresh and modern as the day they were installed.

**Easy on the Eye!**

There are three systems to choose from, adjustable louver, angled louver or flat slat, all profiles are modern, minimalist and stylish each incorporates the same exclusive tapered blade.

There is a choice of four standard colours in store or custom colours are available visit our website for details.

**Easy Availability**

Easy Screen is available off the shelf from Bunnings Warehouse throughout Australia and New Zealand.

**Easy Custom**

If you are looking for a different size or colour to the off the shelf range, we can custom manufacture screens in any dimension and colour you require. This service is currently only available in Australia, but will be expanding to New Zealand in the near future.

Visit Bunnings Warehouse Special Orders Desk to make an order.